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Speaking Test Directions

No. Question

1

Personal Experience

You will be asked to speak about a person, place, object, or event that is

familiar to you. (Preparation : 15sec / Response : 45sec)

2

Paired Choice

You will be presented with two possible actions, situations, or opinions.

Then you will be asked to say which of the actions or situations you

think is referable or which opinion you think is more justified and then

explain your choice by providing reasons and details.

(Preparation : 15sec / Response : 45sec)

3

Campus Life (Reading -> Listening)

You will read a short reading passage on your computer screen about a

topic of campus-related interest. You will then listen to two people (or in

some cases, one person) discussing that topic and expressing an opinion

about the topic from the reading. Then you will be asked a question based

on what you have read and what you have heard.

(Preparation : 30sec / Response : 60sec)

4

Academic Topics (Reading -> Listening)

You will read a short passage about an academic subject and listen to a

professor give a brief excerpt from a lecture on that subject. You will then

be asked a question which you will answer based on what you have

read and heard. (Preparation : 30sec / Response : 60sec)

5

Campus Life (Dialogue Listening)

You will listen to a short conversation about a campus-related situation and

respond to a question based on what you have heard. In the conversation,

two people will typically discuss a problem and two possible solutions. The

problem is one that concerns one of them or both of them directly. After you

listen to the conversation, you will be asked to briefly describe the situation

that was discussed in the conversation and to give your own opinion about

solutions to the problem.

(Preparation : 20sec / Response : 60sec)

6

Academic Topics (Lecture Listening)

You will first listen to a professor present a brief excerpt from a lecture

on an academic subject and then you will be asked a question about

what you have heard. (Preparation : 20sec / Response : 60sec)
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TOEFL Speaking                                                                                                         A-1 

Choose the most memorable event in your childhood, and explain why it is

the most memorable. Give specific details and examples in your explanation.

····································································· 

Events Reasons

• birthday party

• amusement park

• playground

• gifts

• rollercoaster

• friends 

4

Preparation time: 15 seconds
Response time:   45 seconds



5

Introduction

Body

Conclusion

memorable (= noteworthy, significant) a. 기억할 만한

worth remembering

childhood (= juvenility) n. 어린 시절

the time of person's life when they are a child

amusement park 유원지

a commercially operated park with stalls and shows for amusement

* Vocabulary & Expressions

It is debatable whether _____________________________.

Some people agree/disagree that _________________________.

However, I agree/disagree with the idea that ____________,

because ________________________________.

Firstly, ___________________. / Secondly, _______________.

In specific, ______________________________. 

For example, ___________________________.

In this sense, _________________________________.

Thus, __________________________________. 



Preparation time: 15 seconds
Response time:   45 seconds

• eye on

• wanted for a long time

• goes with clothes

• unique design

• special band

• last tour

• fan of this band

• lifetime experience

• only chance

TOEFL Speaking                                                                                                         A-2

Recently, someone gave you a present of a small amount of money. You are

not sure how to spend this money. You are trying to decide to buy either a

piece of jewelry or tickets to an upcoming concert. Which one will you buy?

List clear reasons and details to support your answer.

····································································· 

Jewelry Concert

6
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Introduction

Body

Conclusion

upcoming (= forthcoming, approaching) a. 다가오는, 곧 나올

of the relatively near future

unique (= particular) a. 독특한, 유일한

radically distinctive and without equal

lifetime n. 일생, 생애

the period during which something is functional 

* Vocabulary & Expressions

In general, _____________________________.

Some people say that _________________________.

However, I strongly believe that __________________,

because ________________________________.

First of all, _________________.  / Moreover, _________________.

In specific, ______________________________. 

For example, ___________________________.

Thus, _________________________________.

In short, __________________________________. 



Preparation time: 15 seconds
Response time:   45 seconds

TOEFL Speaking                                                                                                         B-1 

Describe the most interesting book you have read, and explain why the book

was interesting. Please include examples and details in your explanation.

····································································· 

Books Reasons

• novel

• essay

• biography 

• fantasy

• educational

• touching 

8



9

Introduction

Body

Conclusion

novel n. 소설

a printed and bound book that is an extended work of fiction

essay n. 수필, 에세이

an analytic or interpretive literary composition

biography n. 전기

an account of the series of events making up a person's life

* Vocabulary & Expressions

It is said that _____________________________.

Some people say that _________________________.

However, in my opinion, __________________,

because ________________________________.

First of all, _________________.  / Moreover, _________________.

In specific, ______________________________. 

For example, ___________________________.

Thus, _________________________________.

In brief, __________________________________. 



Preparation time: 15 seconds
Response time:   45 seconds

TOEFL Speaking                                                                                                         B-2

Some people think that by studying the past we can benefit in the present.

Others feel that to study the past is useless for us who live in the present.

What is your opinion? Be sure to present clear reasons and examples to

support your answer.

····································································· 

Don't study past Study past

• waste of time

• focus on future

• past is over

• hope of the future

• past - foundation

• springboard what to eliminate 
and make better

• Learn from past 
accomplishments and mistakes

10
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Introduction

Body

Conclusion

benefit (= advantage, profit) n. 이익

something that aids or promotes well-being

springboard n. 도약대

a beginning from which an enterprise is launched

accomplishment (= fulfillment, achievement) n. 성취

the action of accomplishing something

* Vocabulary & Expressions

Many people believe that _____________________________.

Some people agree/disagree that _________________________.

However, I agree/disagree with the idea that __________________,

because ________________________________.

First of all, _________________.  / Moreover, _________________.

In specific, ______________________________. 

For example, ___________________________.

Thus, _________________________________.

In conclusion, __________________________________. 



Preparation time: 15 seconds
Response time:   45 seconds

TOEFL Speaking                                                                                                         C-1 

Choose a place you go often to meet your friends, and explain why you meet

your friends there. Please include examples and details in your explanation.

····································································· 

Place Reasons

• mall

• movie theater

• café 

• fun

• talk

• people

12
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Introduction

Body

Conclusion

choose vt. 고르다

pick out, select, or choose from a number of alternatives

explain (= illustrate) vt. 설명하다

make plain and comprehensible

mall n. 쇼핑몰

mercantile establishment consisting of a carefully landscaped complex 

of shops representing leading merchandisers

* Vocabulary & Expressions

In general, _____________________________.

Some people say that _________________________.

However, I strongly believe that __________________,

because ________________________________.

First of all, _________________.  / Moreover, _________________.

In specific, ______________________________. 

For example, ___________________________.

Thus, _________________________________.

In summary, __________________________________. 



Preparation time: 15 seconds
Response time:   45 seconds

• can't fail

• never consider giving up

• always move forward

• let nothing stop you

• achieve your dreams

• pace yourself

• consider others

• small progress not failure

• take baby steps

• reasonable

Do what you are a
ble to do easily

TOEFL Speaking                                                                                                         C-2

If someone says that he will "never, never give up," he means that he will

always try his best to reach his goals without stopping. Some people feel

that you will always get what you want with this attitude, while others feel

that you should only try to do what you are able to easily. Which idea do you

support? Provide reasons and example to support your viewpoint.

····································································· 

Never give up

14
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Introduction

Body

Conclusion

attitude (= demeanor) n. 태도

a complex mental state involving beliefs and feelings and values 

and dispositions to act in certain ways

achieve (= accomplish) vt. 성취하다

to gain with effort

progress (= progression, advancement) n. 진보

gradual improvement or growth or development

* Vocabulary & Expressions

It is debatable whether _____________________________.

Some people agree/disagree that _________________________.

However, I agree/disagree with the idea that ____________,

because ________________________________.

Firstly, ___________________. / Secondly, _______________.

In specific, ______________________________. 

For example, ___________________________.

In this sense, _________________________________.

Thus, __________________________________. 



Preparation time: 15 seconds
Response time:   45 seconds

TOEFL Speaking                                                                                                         D-1 

Choose a person you admire, and explain why you admire him or her. Please

include specific examples and details in your explanation.

····································································· 

People Reasons

• parent

• friend

• historical person 

• brave

• honest

• accomplished 

16
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Introduction

Body

Conclusion

admire (= adore) vt. 감탄하다

feel admiration for

brave (= bold) a. 용감한

possessing or displaying courage

honest (= truthful, candid) a. 정직한

not disposed to cheat or defraud

* Vocabulary & Expressions

In general, _____________________________.

Some people say that _________________________.

However, I strongly believe that __________________,

because ________________________________.

First of all, _________________.  / Moreover, _________________.

In specific, ______________________________. 

For example, ___________________________.

Thus, _________________________________.

In short, __________________________________. 



Preparation time: 15 seconds
Response time:   45 seconds

• corrupt motives for doing well

• many people overlooked

• a few people get credit

• motivates others

• an honor to those 
who receive them

• recognize excellence

• focus on positive

TOEFL Speaking                                                                                                         D-2

Awards are presented to people who perform well at work and in life. Do you

think giving awards is a useful practice? List clear reasons and examples to

support your opinion.

····································································· 

Not useful Useful

18



19

Introduction

Body

Conclusion

award (= prize, reward) n. 상

something given for victory or superiority in a contest or competition 

or for winning a lottery

corrupt (= dishonest) a. 타락한, 부정한

corrupt morally or by intemperance or sensuality

motivate (= stimulate, instigate) vt. …에게 동기를 주다

give an incentive for action

* Vocabulary & Expressions

It is said that _____________________________.

Some people say that _________________________.

However, in my opinion, __________________,

because ________________________________.

First of all, _________________.  / Moreover, _________________.

In specific, ______________________________. 

For example, ___________________________.

Thus, _________________________________.

In brief, __________________________________. 



Preparation time: 15 seconds
Response time:   45 seconds

TOEFL Speaking                                                                                                         E-1 

Describe a friend who is very special to you, and explain why he or she is

very special. Give specific details and examples to support your explanation.

····································································· 

People Reasons

• cousin

• classmate

• neighbor

• kind

• trustworthy

• caring 

20
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Introduction

Body

Conclusion

classmate (= companion) n. 반친구, 동급생

an acquaintance that you go to school with

neighbor n. 이웃

a person who lives near another

trustworthy (= threatened , imperiled) a. 신뢰할 수 있는

worthy of trust or belief

* Vocabulary & Expressions

Many people believe that _____________________________.

Some people agree/disagree that _________________________.

However, I agree/disagree with the idea that __________________,

because ________________________________.

First of all, _________________.  / Moreover, _________________.

In specific, ______________________________. 

For example, ___________________________.

Thus, _________________________________.

In conclusion, __________________________________. 



Preparation time: 15 seconds
Response time:   45 seconds

• early advantage

• talent - saves time

• comes easy

• succeeds in short time

• average skill is raw material

• motivation / desire

• set goals

• small skills grow with practice

• well - rounded

• struggle broadens talents

TOEFL Speaking                                                                                                         E-2

Success is not easy for most of us. Do you believe that the natural ability you

are born with, or hard work, is most important for success or achievement?

Explain your opinion using clear reasons and examples.

····································································· 

Natural ability Hard work

22
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Introduction

Body

Conclusion

success (= accomplishment, achievement) n. 성공

a state of prosperity or fame

struggle (= striving, endeavor) n. 노력, 고투

an energetic attempt to achieve something

talent (= ability) n. 재능

natural abilities or qualities

* Vocabulary & Expressions

In general, _____________________________.

Some people say that _________________________.

However, I strongly believe that __________________,

because ________________________________.

First of all, _________________.  / Moreover, _________________.

In specific, ______________________________. 

For example, ___________________________.

Thus, _________________________________.

In summary, __________________________________. 



Preparation time: 15 seconds
Response time:   45 seconds

TOEFL Speaking                                                                                                         F-1 

Choose the most memorable day or event in your life. Explain why it is most

memorable. Give specific details and examples to support your explanation.

····································································· 

Event Reasons

• competition

• vacation

• surgery 

• difficult

• exciting

• painful 

24
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Introduction

Body

Conclusion

competition n. 경쟁

the act of competing as for profit or a prize

surgery n. 외과 수술

a medical procedure involving an incision with instruments

painful (= unpleasant) a. 고통스러운, 괴로운

causing misery or pain or distress

* Vocabulary & Expressions

It is debatable whether _____________________________.

Some people agree/disagree that _________________________.

However, I agree/disagree with the idea that ____________,

because ________________________________.

Firstly, ___________________. / Secondly, _______________.

In specific, ______________________________. 

For example, ___________________________.

In this sense, _________________________________.

Thus, __________________________________. 



Preparation time: 15 seconds
Response time:   45 seconds

• difficult to work in the morning

• like sleep  

• no time limit

• work better during the night

• early start

• less interruptions

• fresh mind and body

• can spend time with family

• follows nature's clock

TOEFL Speaking                                                                                                         F-2

People who like to rise early in the morning to start the day's work are

sometimes referred to as "early birds." Those who prefer to get up later in

the day and work until late at night are sometimes referred to as “night owls.”

Are you an early bird or a night owl? Explain your preference, listing clear

reasons and examples.

····································································· 

Late Early

26
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Introduction

Body

Conclusion

refer (= mention) vi. 언급하다

make reference to

preference n. 더 좋아함

a predisposition in favor of something

interruption (= interference, break) n. 중단, 방해

an act of delaying or interrupting the continuity

* Vocabulary & Expressions

In general, _____________________________.

Some people say that _________________________.

However, I strongly believe that __________________,

because ________________________________.

First of all, _________________.  / Moreover, _________________.

In specific, ______________________________. 

For example, ___________________________.

Thus, _________________________________.

In short, __________________________________. 



Preparation time: 15 seconds
Response time:   45 seconds

TOEFL Speaking                                                                                                        G-1 

Describe your favorite sport, and explain why it is your favorite. Please use

specific details in your explanation.

····································································· 

Sport Reasons

• soccer

• baseball

• swimming 

• thrilling

• fun

• teamwork 

28
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Introduction

Body

Conclusion

favorite a. 마음에 드는, 매우 좋아하는

preferred above all others and treated with partiality

thrilling (= exciting) a. 짜릿짜릿 하게하는

causing a surge of emotion or excitement

teamwork (= collaboration, cooperation) n. 팀워크, 협동작업

cooperative work done by a team 

* Vocabulary & Expressions

It is said that _____________________________.

Some people say that _________________________.

However, in my opinion, __________________,

because ________________________________.

First of all, _________________.  / Moreover, _________________.

In specific, ______________________________. 

For example, ___________________________.

Thus, _________________________________.

In brief, __________________________________. 



Preparation time: 15 seconds
Response time:   45 seconds

• respectful

• sharing

• hardworking

• cheerful

• cooperative

• honest

• initiative

• responsibility

• independence of thought

• quiet and humble in the past 

TOEFL Speaking                                                                                                        G-2 

A good son or daughter has certain qualities or traits. What traits do you think

are important in a good son or daughter? In your culture, have these traits

changed over the course of time, or have they remained the same? Explain

your opinion using clear details and Examples.

····································································· 

Good traits Changed traits

30
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Introduction

Body

Conclusion

trait (= characteristic) n. 특성

a distinguishing feature of your personal nature

respectful (= courteous, mannerly) a. 공손한, 존중하는

full of or exhibiting respect

initiative (= originality, inventiveness) n. 독창력

readiness to embark on bold new ventures

* Vocabulary & Expressions

Many people believe that _____________________________.

Some people agree/disagree that _________________________.

However, I agree/disagree with the idea that __________________,

because ________________________________.

First of all, _________________.  / Moreover, _________________.

In specific, ______________________________. 

For example, ___________________________.

Thus, _________________________________.

In conclusion, __________________________________. 



Preparation time: 15 seconds
Response time:   45 seconds

TOEFL Speaking                                                                                                         H-1 

Describe the most convenient means of transportation in the city you live in,

and explain why it is so convenient. Use examples and details in your

explanation.

····································································· 

Transportation Reasons

• car

• subway

• bus 

• fast

• comfortable

• cheap 

32
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Introduction

Body

Conclusion

describe vt. 묘사하다

to give an account or representation of in words

transportation (= conveyance ) n. 수송

a facility consisting of the means and equipment necessary for the movement 

of passengers or goods

comfortable (= relaxed) a. 안락한

providing or experiencing physical well-being or relief 

* Vocabulary & Expressions

In general, _____________________________.

Some people say that _________________________.

However, I strongly believe that __________________,

because ________________________________.

First of all, _________________.  / Moreover, _________________.

In specific, ______________________________. 

For example, ___________________________.

Thus, _________________________________.

In summary, __________________________________. 



Preparation time: 15 seconds
Response time:   45 seconds

• well-organized

• personal

• focus

• friendly environment

• security

• money

• anonymity

• resources

• extra space, cafeteria, gym, 
parking

TOEFL Speaking                                                                                                         H-2 

Working for a small or large company has unique advantages and

disadvantages. Which option do you think you would like better? Explain

your preference, listing clear reasons and examples.

····································································· 

Small Large

34
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Introduction

Body

Conclusion

advantage n. 유리한 점

the quality of having a superior or more favorable position

security n. 안전

financial independence

anonymity (= namelessness, obscurity) n. 익명, 무명

the state of being anonymous

* Vocabulary & Expressions

In general, _____________________________.

Some people say that _________________________.

However, I strongly believe that __________________,

because ________________________________.

First of all, _________________.  / Moreover, _________________.

In specific, ______________________________. 

For example, ___________________________.

Thus, _________________________________.

In summary, __________________________________. 



Preparation time: 15 seconds
Response time:   45 seconds

TOEFL Speaking                                                                                                          I-1 

Choose the most valuable object you possess, and explain why it is so

valuable to you. Give specific examples and details to support your

explanation.

····································································· 

Object Reasons

• jewelry

• book

• computer

• precious

• meaningful

• useful 

36
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Introduction

Body

Conclusion

valuable (= priceless, invaluable) a. 값비싼

having great material or monetary value especially for use or exchange

precious a. 귀중한

characterized by feeling or showing fond affection for

meaningful (= significant) a. 의미 있는

having a meaning or purpose

* Vocabulary & Expressions

It is debatable whether _____________________________.

Some people agree/disagree that _________________________.

However, I agree/disagree with the idea that ____________,

because ________________________________.

Firstly, ___________________. / Secondly, _______________.

In specific, ______________________________. 

For example, ___________________________.

In this sense, _________________________________.

Thus, __________________________________. 



Preparation time: 15 seconds
Response time:   45 seconds

TOEFL Speaking                                                                                                          I-2 

Are you someone who likes to do only those things you already do well?

Or, are you the kind of person who likes to take risks and try new things?

List clear examples and details to support your answer.

····································································· 

Stay with old Try new

38

• familiar

• make best contribution

• might fail

• discouraging and difficult

• not good at first, but...

• practice and get better

• makes you a better person



39

Introduction

Body

Conclusion

familiar (= knowledgeable) a. 잘 아는, 정통한

well known or easily recognized

contribution n. 기여

the part played by a person in bringing about a result

discourage (= dishearten, dispirit) vt. 낙담시키다

deprive of courage or hope

* Vocabulary & Expressions

In general, _____________________________.

Some people say that _________________________.

However, I strongly believe that __________________,

because ________________________________.

First of all, _________________.  / Moreover, _________________.

In specific, ______________________________. 

For example, ___________________________.

Thus, _________________________________.

In short, __________________________________. 



Preparation time: 15 seconds
Response time:   45 seconds

TOEFL Speaking                                                                                                         J-1 

Choose a place you go often that is important to you, and explain why it is

important to you. Use specific examples and details in your explanation.

····································································· 

Place Reasons

• school

• church

• park 

• peaceful

• meditation

• comforting 

40
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Introduction

Body

Conclusion

church n. 교회

a place for public worship

peaceful (= peaceable) a. 평온한

not disturbed by strife or turmoil or war

meditation (= contemplation) n. 숙려, 고찰

continuous and profound contemplation or musing on a subject 

or series of subjects of a deep or abstruse nature

* Vocabulary & Expressions

It is said that _____________________________.

Some people say that _________________________.

However, in my opinion, __________________,

because ________________________________.

First of all, _________________.  / Moreover, _________________.

In specific, ______________________________. 

For example, ___________________________.

Thus, _________________________________.

In brief, __________________________________. 



Preparation time: 15 seconds
Response time:   45 seconds

• familiar

• conservative approach

• safe

• minimize mistakes

• chance of working out for best

• failing as beneficial

• example Milton Hershey 
/ Hershey chocolate

• stretch limits

• possible new path

TOEFL Speaking                                                                                                         J-2 

Many people believe that careful planning results in success. Other people

believe that a successful life will result from the willingness to take chances

or risks. What do you believe is the best method of attaining success in life?

Include clear examples and details to support your answer.

····································································· 

Plan Risk

42
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Introduction

Body

Conclusion

willingness n. 기꺼이 하는 마음

cheerful compliance

conservative (= cautious) a. 조심스런, 신중한

avoiding excess

minimize vt. 최소로 하다

make small or insignificant

* Vocabulary & Expressions

Many people believe that _____________________________.

Some people agree/disagree that _________________________.

However, I agree/disagree with the idea that __________________,

because ________________________________.

First of all, _________________.  / Moreover, _________________.

In specific, ______________________________. 

For example, ___________________________.

Thus, _________________________________.

In conclusion, __________________________________. 



Preparation time: 15 seconds
Response time:   45 seconds

TOEFL Speaking                                                                                                         K-1 

Choose a person who has had great influence in your life, and explain why

that person was such an influence on you. Give specific details and reasons

to support your answer.

····································································· 

People Reasons

• historical figure

• celebrity

• family 

• wise

• courageous

• honest 
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Introduction

Body

Conclusion

influence n. 영향력

a power to affect persons or events especially power based on prestige etc.

figure n. 인물

a well-known or notable person

celebrity n. 유명인

a widely known person

* Vocabulary & Expressions

In general, _____________________________.

Some people say that _________________________.

However, I strongly believe that __________________,

because ________________________________.

First of all, _________________.  / Moreover, _________________.

In specific, ______________________________. 

For example, ___________________________.

Thus, _________________________________.

In summary, __________________________________. 



Preparation time: 15 seconds
Response time:   45 seconds

• health concerns

• water / air

• beauty / environment

• overboard

• hidden benefits – later

• community spirit

• develop children

• theatre, poetry, music concerts

• elevate culture

• not just entertainment

• develop the creative 
/ esthetic side

• not as tangible but important

TOEFL Speaking                                                                                                         K-2 

Big companies sometimes donate large sums of money to local communities

to care for the environment or to support the arts. What advice would you give

big business regarding its donations to your hometown? Would you prefer to

have them use their money to clean up the environment or to support the arts

in your community? List clear reasons and examples in your answer.

····································································· 

Environment Arts
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Introduction

Body

Conclusion

donation (= endowment) n. 기부

act of giving in common with others for a common purpose especially to a charity

esthetic (= beautiful, artful) a. 미적

concerning or characterized by an appreciation of beauty or good taste

tangible (= concrete) a. 만져서 알 수 있는, 유형의

perceptible by the senses especially the sense of touch

* Vocabulary & Expressions

It is debatable whether _____________________________.

Some people agree/disagree that _________________________.

However, I agree/disagree with the idea that ____________,

because ________________________________.

Firstly, ___________________. / Secondly, _______________.

In specific, ______________________________. 

For example, ___________________________.

In this sense, _________________________________.

Thus, __________________________________. 



Preparation time: 15 seconds
Response time:   45 seconds

TOEFL Speaking                                                                                                         L-1 

Describe the most important decision you have made, and explain why

that decision was important. Use specific examples and details in your

explanation.

····································································· 

Decision Reasons

• career

• marriage

• school

• change

• future

• environment 
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Introduction

Body

Conclusion

career (= occupation) n. 직업

the particular occupation for which you are trained

marriage n. 결혼

the state of being a married couple voluntarily joined for life 

environment n. 환경, 주위 상황

the totality of surrounding conditions

* Vocabulary & Expressions

In general, _____________________________.

Some people say that _________________________.

However, I strongly believe that __________________,

because ________________________________.

First of all, _________________.  / Moreover, _________________.

In specific, ______________________________. 

For example, ___________________________.

Thus, _________________________________.

In short, __________________________________. 



Preparation time: 15 seconds
Response time:   45 seconds

• people work hard

• entertain for a break

• laughter - good for soul

• gather with friends

• family event

• challenging

• inspire to greatness

• social improvement

• open mind to struggles of history

• motives behind great people 
/ events

TOEFL Speaking                                                                                                         L-2 

There are two basic kinds of movies those that are produced to be

entertaining and fun, and those that are about a serious topic and make

us think. Which kind of movie do you like better? Provide clear reasons

and example to support your answer.

····································································· 

Entertaining Serious
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Introduction

Body

Conclusion

serious (= severe) a. 심각한, 중대한

concerned with work or important matters rather than play or trivialities

inspire (= encourage, stimulate) vt. 고무하다, 격려하다

heighten or intensify

improvement (= progression, advancement) n. 개선

a change for the better

* Vocabulary & Expressions

It is said that _____________________________.

Some people say that _________________________.

However, in my opinion, __________________,

because ________________________________.

First of all, _________________.  / Moreover, _________________.

In specific, ______________________________. 

For example, ___________________________.

Thus, _________________________________.

In brief, __________________________________. 



Preparation time: 15 seconds
Response time:   45 seconds

TOEFL Speaking                                                                                                        M-1 

Describe a special experience in your school life, and explain why that

experience was special. Give specific details and examples in your

explanation.

····································································· 

Experience Reasons

• club activity

• field trip

• exam 

• fun

• educational

• nervous 
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Introduction
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Conclusion

experience n. 경험

the accumulation of knowledge or skill that results from direct participation 

in events or activities

activity n. 활동

any specific behavior

nervous (= anxious, fearful) a. 불안한

causing or fraught with or showing anxiety

* Vocabulary & Expressions

Many people believe that _____________________________.

Some people agree/disagree that _________________________.

However, I agree/disagree with the idea that __________________,

because ________________________________.

First of all, _________________.  / Moreover, _________________.

In specific, ______________________________. 

For example, ___________________________.

Thus, _________________________________.

In conclusion, __________________________________. 



Preparation time: 15 seconds
Response time:   45 seconds

• all feel pressure

• get things done

• increases stress

• only think we are doing a lot

• don't want to appear lazy

• efficient

• always try your best

• go fast, lose time

• deliberately slow down

• more natural

• more healthy 

• slow and steady

• settles others

TOEFL Speaking                                                                                                        M-2 

There are people who rush around trying to get everything done and live life

at a hurried pace. Then there are those people who take the time to ‘stop and

smell the roses' and enjoy life. Which type of person are you? List clear

reasons and examples in your answer.

····································································· 

Hurry Slower pace
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Conclusion

type n. 유형, 종류

a subdivision of a particular kind of thing

efficient (= effective) a. 능률적인

being effective without wasting time or effort or expense

deliberately ad. 신중히, 유유히

in a deliberate unhurried manner

* Vocabulary & Expressions



Preparation time: 15 seconds
Response time:   45 seconds

TOEFL Speaking                                                                                                         N-1 

Describe a memorable trip you have taken, and explain why that trip was

memorable. Include examples and details in your explanation.

····································································· 

Trip Reasons

• island

• mountain

• city 

• scenery

• refreshing

• relaxing
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scenery (= landscape) n. 풍경

the painted structures of a stage set that are intended to suggest a particular locale

refreshing (= fresh) a. 상쾌한

imparting vitality and energy

relaxing a. 나른한

affording physical or mental rest

* Vocabulary & Expressions



Preparation time: 15 seconds
Response time:   45 seconds

• know who I live with

• choose for my advantage

• take responsibility for my decision

• my life, my choice

• has info to make match

• takes burden off student

• meet new people

• learn to get along with others

•Might make a new friend

TOEFL Speaking                                                                                                         N-2 

The dormitory rooms at your university are each shared by two students.

You have a choice either the university can choose your roommate for

you, or you can find your own roommate. Which would you prefer?

List clear reasons and examples to support your answer.

····································································· 

I choose University Chooses
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Conclusion

dormitory n. 기숙사

a college or university building containing living quarters for students

roommate n. 동거인, 한방친구

an associate who shares a room with you

responsibility (= obligation, accountability) n. 책임

the social force that binds you to the courses of action demanded by that force

* Vocabulary & Expressions



Preparation time: 15 seconds
Response time:   45 seconds

TOEFL Speaking                                                                                                        O-1 

Describe an interesting class you have taken, and explain why that class

was interesting. Give details and examples to support your explanation.

····································································· 

Class Reasons

• biology

• math

• history 

• educational

• fun

• easy 
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Introduction

Body

Conclusion

interesting (= entertaining) a. 흥미 있는

arousing or holding the attention

biology n. 생물학

the science that studies living organisms

educational (= instructional) a. 교육적인

relating to the process of education

* Vocabulary & Expressions



Preparation time: 15 seconds
Response time:   45 seconds

TOEFL Speaking                                                                                                        O-2 

Some people like to use machines to do work. Others like to do their work by

hand. Which do you prefer? List clear reasons and examples to support your

answer.

····································································· 

• production

• greater / faster production

• see result quickly

• progress

• art

• woodwork

• slower

• more of you

• satisfaction

• compare to cooking

• more personal

Machine Hand
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production (= manufacture) n. 제품

an artifact that has been created by someone or some process

woodwork n. 목세공

work made of wood

satisfaction (= gratification, contentment) n. 만족

the contentment one feels when one has fulfilled a desire, need, or expectation

* Vocabulary & Expressions


